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James Rinehart
"Packard Principles"

In a speech some years ago, George Chestnut said, "Whenever
you're surrounded by people who have the same feeling about their
jobs as you have, the same dedication, you owe them something
more than words and more than wages for that matter."

We of the

management of Packard Electric believe we are surrounded by many
such people.

And today we hope to give you something that is

worth more than words or wages.
I believe this is the most important meeting that you will
ever attend in your career at Packard Electric.

You will judge

that for yourself but I believe it.
We live in a world where the rate of change is unbelievable.
Another well known speaker said, "The dogmas of the quiet past
are inadequate for the quiet present and the radically changing
future."

The speaker was Abraham Lincoln and the words were said

more than 115 years ago.

It was true then and it is

prophetically true today.

With the ever increasing rate of change, a growing mood of
frustration has come over our land.

A feeling of being

manipulated, a sense of powerlessness, and a demand for the
institutions of our society to be responsive.

To once again be

of the people, by the people, and for the people.

Americans are

instinctively participators, not blind followers.

It is this

genius that has made us great.

I believe that the human capability for growth, for change,
and for accomplishment is infinite when subjected to the twin
forces of external inspiration and internal motivation.
Inspiration is the business of leadership.
through communication.

It is knowledge

It is expectations through goal setting.

And it is courage in action.
Motivation is the internal engine of every human being.

We

all have it and when not working at cross purposes, it is the
most powerful force in the universe.
personal motivation is participation.

The key to harnessing
People support what they

help to create.
You all remember the refrain from a popular song a few years
back, "I did it my way."

Well, that's what we're talking about.

An environment in which the overall goals are understood and
accepted.

Specific objectives are developed and agreed to.

And

implementation actions are decided by the person or persons
involved.
Free choice is the key that unlocks motivation and personal
commitment.

If one person seeks to permanently influence

another, it must be by persuasion and not coercion.

Now if we

can extend that kind of environment to all 16,000 of our people,
I couldn't even begin to find a mathematical term that expresses
the potential we have for improving every aspect of PE.
Many of us have learned the hard way, that in every
opportunity there is an element of risk.

A prudent man assesses

the risk, and if it is more than he can afford, seeks to minimize
it.

I believe a management style based on free choice, does

entail a risk that we cannot afford.

A risk not unlike those

recognized by the genius of our forefathers who gave birth to the
great american democracy.

The risk, if you will, that in doing

it our way, we may forget the rights of others.

Others as

individuals, as customers, as suppliers, and as neighbors.
That's what this meeting is all about.
Principles.

To discuss Packard's

A few simple and unchanging rules of behavior.

Principles that if accepted as the basis of behavior by all of us
assure each of us an acceptable level of risk no matter how
unusual, creative, or innovative an action may be.
Now, we as a management council have been some time in
getting to this meeting.

In fact, almost five years.

In

retrospect it doesn't seem very long now that we're here.

But

you see, what we've been doing couldn't be rushed because we're
going to etch it on stone.
month, or next year.

We can't erase it next week, or next

It's going to stay put.

Therefore, we

could ill afford not to have taken the time that we did.
It took us two years and hundreds of hours of discussion to
develop the Principles to a point where each member of the
council could make his personal commitment to them.
have we been doing for the last three years you ask?

Well, what
The answer

is it's taken that long for the management council to come to a
point where they could stand before you and commit themselves to
manage by these Principles.
We had session after session where we listed practices and
policies at Packard Electric that were in conflict.

And one

after another the members of the council would say, "How can we

go public, how can we expect behavior to conform, when the things
for which we are responsible are not in conformance?"

So we've

been almost three years trying to speak to this list of things.
I won't tell you that we've got them all resolved, but I can
tell you that much has been done.

And our progress to date has

finally given us enough confidence to stand up and make a public
commitment.
lists.

And we shall continue as long as we live to make new

Because as we understand and live by these principles, we

will find more and more practices and policies that are in
conflict and we shall have to change them.

But as some unknown

wise man once said, "There does come a time when we must stop
designing airplanes and start to build them."

That time for us

is now.
As some of you may know, we started off to develop beliefs
but toward the end we chose to call them Principles and the
reason is significant.

In the management philosophy of Packard

Electric we do not dictate what you shall believe, you will
believe what you believe.
basic standard of behavior.

But as of today, we are dictating a
There still remains for each of us

however the element of free choice.

Those of us who cannot

conduct our behavior by Packard Principles, should seek a job
elsewhere because there will be no place for us here.

This holds

true for all Packard's people.
Now, I'd like to read the Packard Principles.

Packard

Electric's objective is to provide value to society at a profit.
Value to society is supplying customers with quality goods and
services while equitably rewarding employes and suppliers.

Profit must provide for the capital needs of the business and an
acceptable return to the investors.

This objective will be

obtained by our commitment to the following Principles.
Respect for the individual.
the dignity of every person.

It is important to recognize

That they are unique and have the

ability to contribute to the organization.
Satisfaction for the customer.

Customer satisfaction is the

foundation of our security.
Value of suppliers.

Recognizing and utilizing our

suppliers' abilities can contribute to our objective.
Responsibility to society.

As an integral part of society

it is important to build and maintain responsible relationships
with the communities and institutions with which we interact.
Dedication to Excellence.

Striving for Excellence by

performing all endeavors with ever increasing effectiveness is
the foundation of progress.
Trust in relationships.

It is important to build and

maintain mutual trust as it is the foundation for effective
relationships.
Men and women of Packard, our prospects are limitless.

We

can achieve whatever the heights of our inspiration and the depth
of our motivation conceives.
which we shall build.

our principles are the rock on

